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ABSTRACT

to conveniently express their personal feelings and opinions about all kinds of issues in real time. Nearly 60 million
tweets are published everyday in Twitter1 . Mining the sentiment of such a huge amount of subjective texts has recently
attracted tremendous research and commercial interest, because of its practical applications in various domains. For
example, applying sentiment analysis on microblogs about
products was used to investigate consumer attitudes towards
products and brands. Sentiment analysis using twitter data
even used in [8] for predicting presidential election results.
Although sentiment classiﬁcation has been widely studied, most of the existing eﬀorts in sentiment analysis [3, 6,
9] ignore the personal distinctions among diﬀerent users who
provide the subjective texts. Microblog users commonly exhibit diﬀerent styles when expressing their feelings. While
using the same wording, people may deliver distinct sentiment orientations. For instance, even if two users post
the same tweet like “I lose 3 pounds! ”, it is possible that
one expresses positive sentiment because he recently joins
some ﬁtness program, while the other is negative because
of working overtime for a couple of days. Inspired by the
technological advances of recommender systems [1, 2], we
found that personal historical microblog posts and users’
social relationships contribute to capturing latent personal distinctions (or individuality) of microblog users, which
supplies the basis for personalized sentiment classiﬁcation
on microblog posts [7].
The state-of-the-art systems for predicting sentiment orientations (e.g., positive, negative and even neutral) [5, 10] do
not deal with personalization and lack the capability of capturing diﬀerent sentiment orientations in the similar posts
of diﬀerent microblog writers. Therefore, we aim to implement a personalized sentiment classiﬁcation system which
can spot individuality-dependent sentiment of tweets, i.e.,
sentiment reﬂecting the personal distinction (e.g., language
habit, personal character, opinion bias and so on) depending on each writer and the already exchanged content. Figure 1 presents an example tweets list that is displayed in
the homepage of a typical Twitter user. All tweets posted
by the user and his/her friends are ordered chronologically (known as home timeline). It is often the case that a
large number of tweets to be posted by friends (i.e., followees) in a short time, especially when a user follows a
lot of friends. This brings heavy burdens for a user to
understand instantly the sentiment of his friends and as
a consequence to response promptly. In this work, there-

Microblogging services are playing increasingly important
roles in our daily life today. It is useful for microblog users to instantly understand the sentiment of a large number
of microblogs posted by their friends and make appropriate
response. Despite considerable progress on microblog sentiment classiﬁcation, most of the existing works ignore the
inﬂuence of personal distinctions of diﬀerent microblog users
on the sentiments they convey, and none of them has provided real-world personalized sentiment classiﬁcation systems. Considering personal distinctions in sentiment analysis
is natural and necessary as diﬀerent people have diﬀerent language habits, personal characters, opinion bias and so
on. In this demonstration, we present a live system based
on Twitter called PerSentiment, an individuality-dependent
sentiment classiﬁcation system which makes the ﬁrst attempt to analyze the personalized sentiment of recent tweets
and retweets posted by the authenticated user and the users he/she follows. Our system consists of four steps, i.e.,
requesting tweets via Twitter API, preprocessing collected
tweets for extracting features, building personalized sentiment classiﬁer based on a novel and extensible Latent Factor Model (LFM) trained on emoticon-tagged tweets, and
ﬁnally visualizing the sentiment of friends’ tweets to provide
a guide for better sentiment understanding.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural Language Processing—Text analysis
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, microblogging services (e.g., Twitter and
Weibo) have become increasingly popular for allowing users
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3. USE CASE
Consider a user that logins to our system with his/her
Twitter account. Our system will access his/her personal tweets securely under Twitter user authorization mechanism. We elaborate how to use PerSentiment by showing
the system interface in Figure 2 which is mainly composed
of three functional pages: Home Timeline Analysis, User
Timeline Analysis and Realtime Tweet Analysis.
The Home Timeline Analysis page (Figure 2 (a)) displays the authenticated user’s proﬁle (e.g., head portrait,
# of tweets, # of followings, # of followers, etc.) obtained
from Twitter after successful login. Below the current user’s
proﬁle, we display the top n (n=50) home timeline tweets
and some other details including the head portraits of tweet
posters, screen names, text contents, and the predicted sentiment labels of the corresponding microblog messages. The
user can also keep track of newest home timeline tweets at
all times by clicking the refresh button, just like Twitter.
Meanwhile, our system allows convenient responses such as
reply, retweet and like for the user to interact with other users timely and accurately according to the prediction.
Moreover, clicking the head portrait of a particular user, the
system is conducting sentiment analysis for that user’s timeline, i.e., provides the personalized sentiment of the tweets.
The User Timeline Analysis page (Figure 2 (b)) displays
a speciﬁed friend’s proﬁle and sentiment analysis results of
his/her personal tweets. We show top n (n=50) user timeline tweets and present analysis results using pie chart and
line chart. The pie chart provides an overview on tweet sentiment by showing the proportion of positive, negative and
neutral tweets of the particular user. The line chart demonstrates the changes and trend of the user’s tweet sentiment
over time. Sentiment scores above 0.5 denote a positive sentiment trend, otherwise a negative trend. The time control
slide bar below the line chart allows the authenticated user
to view sentiment trend in any time interval by adjusting
the bar. Meanwhile, the details of a tweet and its sentiment
label are also displayed at the bottom of the page.
The Realtime Tweet Analysis page provides an interactive
tweet sentiment analysis for any tweet that a user directly
input at the text box in the interface (Figure 2 (c)). Note
that this test module does not really publish or forward the
test tweets onto Twitter for avoiding disturbing other users.
The predicted sentiment score and the corresponding class
are displayed above the input box.

Figure 1: Example of home timeline tweets of the
current user (a tweet list ordered in the homepage
of a Twitter user). Notation + denotes positive sentiment and - represents negative ones.
fore, we develop a live and a personalized sentiment classiﬁcation system called PerSentiment, publicly available at
http://52.33.127.210/sentiment/index.jsp, which provides an easy way to explore the sentiment of the authenticated user’s tweets and his/her friends via using visual charts. Meanwhile, our system also provides an auxiliary interface which allows users to experience real-time personalized
sentiment analysis by viewing the sentiment orientation of
a selected tweet.

2.

RELATED WORK

Recently, there has been a growing interest in capturing
the sentiment expressed on microblogging data [3, 6, 9].
However, these studies did not deal with personalization.
Personalized sentiment model was rarely explored for microblog users. Li et al. [4] proposed a tensor factorization
model by incorporating reviewer and product information,
but it cannot be directly applied for our microblogging texts
which are independent of speciﬁable products or objects.
Latent factor model (LFM), a widely used method of matrix factorization in online recommendation systems, can
capture the hidden elements determining users’ preferences
which are commonly diﬃcult to analyze. Agarwal et al. [1]
proposed a factor model that incorporates rater-comment
and rater-author interactions to rank the comments associated with a given article according to user preference. Chen
et al. [2] proposed a collaborative tweet ranking model for
recommending tweets to users. Diﬀerent from these works,
our demo is based on a novel extensible LFM for personalized tweet sentiment modeling [7] that incorporates the
latent factors induced from social, sentimental and topical
evidence into the matrix factorization process.
Most of the available systems for sentiment classiﬁcation
on microblogs are non-personalized. Zhao et al. [10] and
Lipenkova [5] implemented non-personalized sentiment classiﬁcation systems based on Weibo and Twitter services, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, our demo is the
ﬁrst available personalized sentiment clasiﬁcation system.

4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
PerSentiment is designed as a browser-server Web application based on our extensible latent factor model for personalized sentiment classiﬁcation [7]. Although the system
builds upon the Twitter platform, it is straightforward to be
deployed in other microblogging services like Weibo. Figure 3 shows the system architecture which consists of four
modules: 1) PerSentiment GUI Module, 2) Tweet Crawling
Module, 3) Tweet Preprocessing Module, and 4) Sentiment
Classiﬁcation Module. The solid line arrows in the ﬁgure
indicate data ﬂows between the browser and Twitter server;
the dotted line arrows denote internal data ﬂows. Next, we
will describe the implementation detail of these modules.

4.1 PerSentiment GUI Module
As shown in Figure 2, the PerSentiment GUI consists of
three main functional pages that display the user proﬁle and
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Figure 2: The use cases of PerSentiment system
ed easily subject to the request rate limitation of Twitter4 .
Note that we do not request all data at a time in consideration of API restriction and response time. Instead, we crawl
top the n (n=50) timeline tweets when the system handles
the request of each user for analyzing the sentiment of home
or user timeline tweets, which ensures the smooth and timely response of the system. Moreover, we do not store all
tweets but those with “sentiment labels” for training purpose. Emoticon-based sentiment annotation is common in
previous works [3, 10] such as textual emoticons (e.g., :) and
:() or graphical ones (e.g,
and
). In our case, historical
tweets containing non-conﬂict emoticons are stored and then
preprocessed for training our sentiment classiﬁcation model.

4.3 Microblog Preprocessing Module

This module encapsulates a specialized crawler program
implemented via the twitter4j Java library3 for the Twitter API. The module works when a user logs into his/her
Twitter account and authorizes our system to request the
personal data. Speciﬁcally, the module sends secure authorized requests via the Twitter API under the authentication
framework of OAuth 2.0, so the users’ tweets, the social relationship with other users and the user proﬁles can be collect-

This module aims to obtain two important types of features from personal tweets, namely syntactic units and following relationship (see Section 4.4), which are generated
by syntactic unit extractor and social relationship extractor, respectively. Syntactic units consider the dependency
relation between words in order to relieve the sparsity of personal data and compensate the coarse-grained bag-of-word
model with ﬁner-grained representation; Social relationship
enhances the captured latent factors of individuality with
the intuition that followers share some common interested
aspects with their followees thus conveying closely related
sentiment [7].
Speciﬁcally, the syntactic unit extractor extracts syntactic
units consisting of sentiment units and topic units based on
dependency parsing that resorts to Stanford CoreNLP5 , an
integrated suite of natural language processing tool which
provides tokenization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, syntactic parsing and lemmatization. Since noun, verb, adjective and adverb are usually indicative words, we reserve
them in the form of ‘lemma#pos’ based on POS tagging
and lemmatization in the ﬁrst place. Next, we represent each
tweet as a group of word pairs such as {sent#v, necklace#n}
and {very#r shiny#a} after typed dependency analysis for
the words with dependency relation between them. Finally,
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Figure 3: The architecture of PerSentiment

the results of sentiment analysis conducted automatically by
the classiﬁcation model. Many oﬀ-the-shelf tools are publicly available for implementing results visualization. Here
we sort to Echarts2 , which provides mature methods for integrating diﬀerent categories of charts into the functional
pages while also allows customization for individual users.

4.2 Microblog Crawling Module

3

http://echarts.baidu.com/index-en.html
http://twitter4j.org/en/index.html
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ent descent for the model training so that the model can be
updated continuously with the increase of personal data.

5. DEMONSTRATION AND CONCLUSION
The PerSentiment system is deployed as an Amazon EC2
micro instance provided by Amazon Web Services8 . Our
prototype system has been made publicly available on the
website: http://52.33.127.210/sentiment/index.jsp.
System performance. This live prototype system is
based on our recent research work [7] which achieved high
average precision around 0.84 on tweet sentiment classiﬁcation and signiﬁcantly outperformed the basic LFM and
non-personalized methods using 10-fold cross validation for
evaluation. Our system also has an eﬃcient response speed
for analyzing sentiment of tweets and can return results in 3
seconds in average. There is a little overhead during system
start as it is necessary for the data collection and the model
training, but can be done as quickly as 60 seconds or so. All
these suggest the superior performance of our system.
Conclusion. We presented PerSentiment, a Web-based
application on personalized sentiment classiﬁcation for microblog users. We implemented the prototype system by
accessing personal tweets securely under Twitter user authorization. Three main components are realized for presenting
the sentiment analysis results of the home and user timeline
tweets based on the Web interfaces implemented using visualization tools and providing an interactive personalized
sentiment analysis interface.

Figure 4: Our personalized sentiment classification
model
these units are categorized as sentiment units or topic units
considering whether they contain words in the SentiWordNet sentiment lexicon6 or not.
The social relationship extractor extracts social connections between follower (current user) and followees (friends). We only extract all the direct following connections since
the secondary and deeper connection cannot contribute to
accuracy and also drags response time in our experiments.

4.4 Personalized Sentiment Classification
Our model is based on a latent factor model. The sentiment score matrix X can be factorized by the product of
low-rank user-factor matrix W and tweet-factor matrix H so
that the predicted score x̂ui = Wu · HT
i , where u is any user
and i is the corresponding tweet post published by u, and the
latent factors reﬂect interested aspects shared between the
two matrices. The factorsare estimated by minimizing the
regularized cost function (u,i) (xui − x̂ui )2 + regularizer.
Here, we proposed an extensible model as displayed in
Figure 4. We ﬁrst decompose H as QVT where Q is a
tweet-word matrix and V is a word-factor matrix. Thus, any
post Hi can be represented by a weighted linear combination of words Vk in post i. Meanwhile, we incorporate users’
following relationship into the model to enhance personalization eﬀect, for which we project W into M + CM with
a newly estimated user-factor matrix M and an observed
followee-follower connection matrix C where each entry Cuv
indicates whether u follows v. As a result, the estimation
x̂ui = Wu · HT
i can be reformulated as follow:
⎛
⎞
 1 
 1 
Vk +
Vk ⎠
x̂ui = b+(Mu +Cu M)·⎝
|Si | k∈s
|Ti | k∈t
s∈S
t∈T
i
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i

where Si is the set of sentiment units and Ti is the set of
topic units in post i, s is any sentiment unit in Si and t is
any topic unit in Ti , V
k is the feature vector of component
bk is a ﬁrst-order baseline predicword k, b = w + bu +
tor for better generalization. We resort to sigmoid function
σ(x̂ui ) = (1+e−x̂ui )−1 to map the predicted score into (0, 1).
We take σ(x̂ui ) ∈ (0.0, 0.45] as negative, σ(x̂ui ) ∈ [0.55, 1.0)
as positive and σ(x̂ui ) ∈ (0.45, 0.55) as neutral.
We implement this model using factorization toolkit SVDFeature7 which is designed to solve the feature-based matrix
factorization eﬃciently. The feature-based setting allows us
to deﬁne and include informative features (i.e., syntactic units and following relationship) into latent factor model for
developing our extensible model. We use stochastic gradi6
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